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Justice League Task Force was an American comic book series published
by DC Comics from 1993 to 1996. The series featured a team of
superheroes who were tasked with handling missions that were too
dangerous or sensitive for the regular Justice League International (JLI).
The team's roster included Firestorm, Captain Atom, Martian Manhunter,
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Hawkman, Hawkgirl, Green Arrow, Black Lightning, Metamorpho, and
Crimson Fox.

Team Roster

Firestorm: A nuclear-powered superhero who could transform himself
into living fire.

Captain Atom: A living nuclear reactor with superhuman strength,
durability, and flight.

Martian Manhunter: An alien from Mars with shape-shifting abilities,
telepathy, and telekinesis.

Hawkman: A winged superhero who could fly, had enhanced strength,
and carried a variety of weapons.

Hawkgirl: A winged superheroine who could fly, had enhanced
strength, and carried a variety of weapons.

Green Arrow: A master archer with a variety of trick arrows.

Black Lightning: A superhero with the ability to generate and control
electricity.

Metamorpho: A superhero who could transform his body into any
element or substance.

Crimson Fox: A superheroine with the ability to create illusions.

Key Storylines

"The Shadow Thief": The team investigates the theft of a mystical
artifact by the Shadow Thief, a master thief with the ability to control
shadows.



"Armageddon 2001": The team is drawn into a conflict with the villain
Eclipso, who plans to use a nuclear device to destroy the world.

"Bloodlines": The team is involved in a crossover event with the
Justice Society of America, in which they battle a group of villains
known as the Blood Pack.

Impact on the DC Universe

Justice League Task Force was a popular and successful comic book
series that helped to expand the DC Universe. The team's unique roster
and focus on missions that were too dangerous or sensitive for the regular
Justice League International made them a valuable asset to the DC Comics
lineup. The series also helped to introduce new characters to the DC
Universe, such as Crimson Fox and the Shadow Thief.

Legacy

Justice League Task Force was a significant comic book series that had a
lasting impact on the DC Universe. The team's unique roster and focus on
missions that were too dangerous or sensitive for the regular Justice
League International made them a valuable asset to the DC Comics lineup.
The series also helped to introduce new characters to the DC Universe,
such as Crimson Fox and the Shadow Thief.

Justice League Task Force was a popular and successful comic book
series that helped to expand the DC Universe. The team's unique roster
and focus on missions that were too dangerous or sensitive for the regular
Justice League International made them a valuable asset to the DC Comics
lineup. The series also helped to introduce new characters to the DC
Universe, such as Crimson Fox and the Shadow Thief.



Additional Information

The Justice League Task Force series was written by Dan Jurgens,
Len Strazewski, and Christopher Priest.

The series was drawn by Dan Jurgens, Mike McKone, and Bryan
Hitch.

The series was published by DC Comics from October 1993 to June
1996.

The series was collected into four trade paperbacks.
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